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The determination of the Tribunal was as follows:-
 
The claimant started work in March 2006 to assist with the construction,  building and

outfitting of the respondent’s hotel.    This went on for a number of months.   When

the  work  was  completed,   the  claimant  asked  the  respondent  for  hotel  work.    The

respondent  agreed  to  give  the  claimant  hotel  work  and,   in  late  2006,   the  claimant

changed from working on construction to working in the hotel kitchen.   The claimant

accepted  this  change.    The  respondent  kept  the  claimant  in  constant  employment,  

which ran over a year.   The Unfair Dismissals Acts, 1977 to 2001 apply.
 
Was the claimant  dismissed?   There is  no doubt  that  he was.    Under  the Act,   the

employer  must  show  substantial  grounds  for  dismissal.    The  respondent  gave

evidence.   He is responsible for the claimant.   He described the claimant’s behaviour

in the kitchen.   The claimant had differences with other staff and there were difficult

scenes.   The respondent told the claimant to stop but he did not give him anything in

writing.   Under law,  a dismissal is deemed to be unfair unless there is evidence to the

contrary.
 



The Tribunal is of the view that the claimant is responsible for a lot of what happened.
  It was he who asked for the job.   Problems arose when the reduction in hotel
business caused the work available to run down.   At a meeting with the respondent to
discuss this,  on 1st  April  2007,   there  is  no  doubt  that  the  claimant  went  in  with  a

confrontational  attitude  and  a  tape  recorder  with  the  intention  of  ‘setting  up’

the respondent.   The  Act  states  that  regard  shall  be  had  to  the  contribution  of

the employee.

 
The claimant’s job would have disappeared eventually and his long-term future in the

job was limited.
 
The Tribunal is not impressed by the failure of the claimant to find work in the
building industry following his dismissal.   The building industry was booming at the
time.
 
The Tribunal,  therefore,  is making a modest award to the claimant,  which is just and

equitable under all the circumstances.   The Tribunal awards the claimant the sum of

€2,500.00 under the Unfair Dismissals Acts, 1977 to 2001.
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